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I. Introduction

The Gospel of Thomas presents us with the following form of the blessing of the poor (NH II, 42:23b-24): πείς ἐὰν γίλακαριος δε μοικε δε τωτὶ τε ταμιερο κάπιτε (Jesus said: “Blessed are the poor, for yours is the kingdom of heaven”).

In the beginning of the research into the sayings of the Gospel of Thomas, this logion hardly got any attention, because it was usually regarded as a quotation or reminiscence of Luke 6:20: Μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοὶ, διὶ υμετέρα ἔστιν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ. The only variation, “of heaven” (locō θεοῦ) was easily solved: “Here Thomas combines Luke 6:20... with Matthew 5:3...” (i.e. Μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοὶ τῷ πνεύματι, ὅτι αὐτῶν ἔστιν ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν). Obviously, Matthew was not its source, for ‘Thomas’ not only lacked the addition τῷ πνεύματι, but also read υμετέρα instead of αὐτῶν. Therefore, one usually emphasized its proximity to Luke. The variant “of heaven” was then explained as either a result of a “Mischzitat”, or as a variant arising from the author’s preference. All these early comments on Th 54 took it for granted that the saying was indebted to either the two “canonical” Gospels or at least one of them. Since τῷ πνεύματι (Matt) was usually interpreted as a redactional addition to a saying of Jesus transmitted in earlier tradition, one preferred the logion’s dependence on Luke which then was influenced by Matthew in one small detail.

However, through the years there came a change into a different direction: ‘Thomas’ was not dependent on the Gospels, but based upon independent tradition. Wilson was one of the first scholars to suggest this; he rejected the view of Grant and Freedman that ‘Thomas’ combined Matthew and Luke, for Matthew deviated from both Luke and ‘Thomas’. Although he could not wholly exclude the possibility of a dependence on Luke, he still considers the possibility “that Thomas here preserves the original form.” This view has recently been
expressed by T. Zöckler in this verdict, "Von Matthäus kann Thomas somit nicht abhängig sein; ebensowenig aber von Lukas, der statt 'Reich der Himmel' in seiner Fassung 'Reich Gottes' überliefert." Zöckler, however, made this rash statement without any further argumentation, since his work departs from the preconceived idea that the Gospel of Thomas in its original form was derived from an independent tradition.

In view of the dissension on the origin of the saying it seems useful to make a fresh investigation: I will examine both these lines of reasoning applied to Th 54 and try to test the methods applied to defend either the dependence or independence of this saying. In doing so, I do not follow a hidden agenda which predetermines the outcome of such an examination by any preconceived idea. I merely want to avoid making generalizations with respect to the question of dependence or independence: each logion should be methodically scrutinized with respect to its origin.

II. Non-canonical Sources?

1. "Q" or a Source related to "Q"?

Did the author of 'Thomas' quote from an earlier stage of the tradition preserved in Luke 6:20 and Matt 5:3? This was, as we have seen, the chief option of Wilson, although he was not sure, whether this pre-canonical source read τοῦ θεοῦ or τῶν οὐρανῶν. In his commentary on 'Thomas', H. Bloom gives a somewhat enigmatic indication: "Compare Matthew 5:3 (Q): Luke 6:20 (Q)". Does he suggest that neither of these Gospels was used by 'Thomas', but rather a document that was in some way related to their source: 'Q'? This idea may have come from a rather popular book "Q Thomas Reader," which offers the following reconstruction of Q: "Blessed are you poor, for yours is the reign of God." This implies that the words τῶν πνεύματι, αὐτῶν, and τῶν οὐρανῶν are Matthaean redactional retouches of 'Q,' so that Luke preserves here the original form of the saying of their common source.

Let us suppose that this 'Q'-reconstruction is correct; then one must assume that in Th 54 for some reason θεοῦ was changed into τῶν οὐρανῶν: if 'Thomas' had copied 'Q' or a text related to 'Q', either 'Q' or this related text had already suffered from an alteration in the
course of textual transmission. Otherwise one must conclude that ‘Thomas’ was responsible for the variant reading, but if ‘Thomas’ could alter the text of “Q” or that of a related source, one must consider the possibility that ‘Thomas’ could as well have changed Luke’s text (which was similar to “Q”), if he had Luke before him or merely memorized its text. In conclusion, one theoretically should admit two possibilities: ‘Thomas’ was dependent either on the assumed source of Luke\(^{15}\) or on Luke’s Gospel.

2. A Jewish-Christian Gospel

Another approach linked ‘Thomas’ with the Jewish-Christian tradition. In Quispel’s list of sources of ‘Thomas’, logion 54 is connected with the “Gospel of the Nazorees or another Jewish Christian Gospel.”\(^{16}\) Quispel adduces parallels from the *Pseudo-Clementines*, which came, in his view, from a Jewish-Christian source.\(^{17}\) He had already mentioned the agreement between ‘Thomas’ and the *Pseudo-Clementines* in earlier studies,\(^{18}\) referring to *Hom.* 15.10, and *Recogn.* 2.28 (Syriac and Latin). He connected Th 54 with the Jewish Christians called “Ebionites”, i.e. “the Poor”,\(^{19}\) implying that this logion is “typically Jewish-Christian”.\(^{20}\) In fact, the important variant for Quispel is the reading “kingdom of heaven”, instead of “kingdom of God”, in a text that is fully in agreement with Luke 6:20.\(^{21}\)

A fair examination of Quispel’s argumentation was made by his pupil Van Amersfoort. He shows a willingness to accept a non-canonical source of Ebionitic provenance, but points out that this cannot be proven. He considers the possibility that the “Clementine” author alluded to a Lukan text influenced by Matthew, but even admitted that this author could have referred to Matthew’s text which was corrected after Luke’s text.\(^{22}\)

The problem is that the *Pseudo-Clementine* references\(^{23}\) are mere allusions. In *Recogn.* 1.61, 1–2 (Latin and Syriac)\(^{24}\) Caiaphas says that Jesus blessed *pauperes* (cf. Matt 5:3, Luke 6:20) and promised them earthly gifts, such as the inheritance of the land (cf. Matt 5:5, absent in Luke), food and drink (cf. Matt 5:6, diff. Luke 6:21). In *Recogn.* 2.28.3 (Latin and Syriac) we hear that Jesus blessed *pauperes*, and promised them the “kingdom of heaven”\(^{25}\) (cf. Matt). In *Hom.* 15.10.4, the author refers to Jesus’s teaching: πλὴν ὁ διδάσκαλος ἡμῶν πιστοὺς πένητας ἐμακάρισεν,\(^{26}\) an allusion in which one cannot rule out
that "faithful poor" is merely a paraphrase of οἱ πιστοὶ τῶν υπερματών (Matt). The author wants to emphasize the fact that Jesus does not bless just the poor, but the poor that are qualified as "faithful." Interestingly enough, this emphasis has been explained by some as a refutation of an Ebionitic explanation of the macarism.

Even if, as Quispel suggests, the Clementine author gave the same interpretation of the saying as was found in 'Thomas', this would not imply that the author of this Gospel derived his form of the saying from the source that was used in the Pseudo-Clementines. It is not absolutely certain from which source the author(s) of the Clementines drew these quotations; theoretically one cannot exclude the possibility that they may have used Matthew's Gospel. But even if one wishes to conjecture a specific Jewish-Christian Gospel which was linked with the Ebionites, "the poor," how do we know that 'Thomas' used this source, let alone whether his interpretation of the saying was the same as in the Clementines? The interpretation of 'Thomas' can only be tentatively deduced from its setting in the direct and wider context of this Gospel. Now, poverty in itself has a bad sense in 'Thomas', as in Gnostic literature: it tells us that the one who does not know himself dwells in poverty, is indeed poverty (logion 2, cf. 67). Is this a contradiction with our logion? I do not think so. Even for 'Thomas' poverty is the place in which the great wealth has made its home (logion 29): the "poor" are not given up, there is a message of hope for them. We may compare the "Teaching of Silvanus", where Christ is said to have brought up "the poor" (Matt 5:3) from the Abyss and "the mourners" (Matt 5:4) from the underworld.

III. An early harmonized Gospel text as source?

Gärtner considers an alternative explanation: "this reading may also be explained as reflecting the texts of Tatian and Marcion." He refers to Von Soden's apparatus on Luke 6:20, where we find among the witnesses that add τῶν προματών Tα (= Arabic Diatessaron), and among the witnesses for τῶν υπερματῶν again Tα and perhaps Marcion. Let us examine to what extent these two early witnesses can explain the reading in 'Thomas'.

1. Marcion's Gospel text can only be conjectured on the basis of Tertullian's quotation (Adv. Marc. 4.14): "Beati mendici, quoniam illorum est dei regnum"; in a second quotation Tertullian replaces
“dei” with “coelorum.” T. Zahn gave as his reconstruction: μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοὶ, ὁτι αὐτῶν ἐστὶν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ, a reading also adopted by A. Harnack. Zahn, however, considered the possibility that Marcion adopted the reading ἡ βασιλεία τῶν υφανῶν (in that case Marcion agrees with Th 54, except for his reading αὐτῶν). However, there is reason to adopt τοῦ θεοῦ for Marcion, so that he and ‘Thomas’ differ in two respects.

2. Gärtner’s reference to the Diatessaron was based on Von Soden’s mentioning of its Arabic version in the apparatus of Luke 6:20 (add. τῶν υφανῶν, T4). In fact, the Arabic harmony reads:39

طوبى للمساكين بالروح فملكوت السماء لهم

(“Blessing for the poor in the spirit, for the Kingdom of Heaven <is> for them”). The Syriac text which the Arabic translator had before him was derived from Matt 5:3. However, the possibility exists that this Syriac Vorlage was a revision of the original Syriac Diatessaron. Therefore, it is important to consult Ephraem’s commentary on the Diatessaron. We find the following reconstructions of Ephraem’s text: “Beati pauperes in spiritu suo”?40 “Blessed are the poor in their spirits”?41 “Beatum sit (or: est) pauperibus in spiritu suo”?42 These reconstructions were based on the Armenian version of the commentary: հայրենիք էավ (Ms. B: ե սույ) սերուհուսից նույն հորձարկ, “Blessing be (Ms. B: “is, he says”) to the poor in their spirits.”43 The newly found Syriac text confirms the correctness of the Armenian version, for it reads:44

طوبى للمساكين بالروح فملكوت السماء لهم

(“Blessing is for the poor in their spirit.” In his comments,45 Ephraem emphasizes that the Diatessaron contained the addition of “in their spirit”: “When he said: ‘Blessing to the poor’, he added ‘in their spirit,’ lest it would be extended to all <poor>”. Ephraem’s quotation confirms the correctness of the Arabic Diatessaron for the first part of the blessing. There is, however, ample reason to assume that the second part also preserved the reading of the Diatessaron, for another early witness of the Diatessaron, Aphrahat, presents us with the following text:

“Blessing is for the poor in their spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.”46 The conclusion is that the Diatessaron goes back to the Greek form of the text found in Matthew.
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In conclusion, Gärtner’s view that Th 54 could perhaps be explained as an echo of the text in Marcion (1) or Tatian (2) is not a valid one. Consequently, the only possibilities that remain are: Th 54 was based either on an independent oral or written source or on the very text of Luke.

IV. Argumentations for an independent source

1. An argument based on a non-existing Jewish source

A Dutch scholar, J. Slavenburg, discusses Th 54 with an appeal to the “Scroll of the War,” in which he claims to have found the macarism “Blessed are they who for the sake of the Spirit have remained poor.” This ascetic Essene saying was echoed in the word of Jesus in ‘Thomas’, which in its turn mirrors the view of Jesus also expressed in the canonical Gospels: “Jesus said: ‘Blessed are the poor, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.’” Surprisingly, this latter form of the saying is found neither in Matthew nor in Luke, not even in Thomas. But what interests us in his argumentation is the occurrence of the blessing of the poor in the Qumran manuscript, which might point to a Jewish origin and even might support the Matthean form of the saying as original. However, there is not such a blessing in the War Scroll. It is true that the expression “humble (or: poor) of spirit” is attested there, namely in col. XIV:line 749:

בשנים רות [...] עמל קשים ואשתים דרכ יהוה כהל נורי והשתה

“Through the humble of spirit [. . .] the hard heart, and through the perfect of the way the nations of wickedness will be destroyed.” The humble (or poor) of spirit do not lack spirit, but they are on the right track of the way of God, the Law. Whatever the importance may be for the phrase “humble of spirit,” it is obvious that the War Scroll cannot be adduced as an explanation of the reading in ‘Thomas’ or as evidence for an independent tradition. Slavenburg’s approach is of no avail for the detection of a Jewish-Christian independent source.

2. The methodological argumentation of John Dominic Crossan

Crossan’s point of departure is that ‘Thomas’ is independent of the so-called canonical Gospels. He mentions two reasons for that
view, the first one being the question of order, the second one that of content. He adduces for the latter argument Th 54 as a decisive proof text. Before he enters into a discussion of “content,” he first gives an earnest warning against wrong reasoning: “Here, unfortunately, as controversy came into the door methodology went out of the window,” and then presents four several steps for a sound methodology:

1. Before one can compare a document like ‘Thomas’ with the Gospels, one should first establish what—in the Gospels—is “traditional” and what is “redactional”.

2. If the “traditional” elements are found in ‘Thomas’, one can only say that there is a common tradition in both the Gospels and ‘Thomas’.

3. If ‘Thomas’ betrays a “redactional” element, this might be a strong argument for its dependence on the pertinent Gospel.

4. If “redactional” elements are absent from ‘Thomas’, this could mean two things: (a) ‘Thomas’ is independent, or (b) ‘Thomas’ is dependent, but its author removed the “redactional” elements. In the latter case the burden of proof lies with the one who maintains the dependence of ‘Thomas’.

These methodological steps seem sound enough. But then Crossan quotes a verdict of a scholar who applied these rules to the “synoptic” material in ‘Thomas’: “there is very little evidence, if any, for holding that our Synoptic Gospels were the sources of Thomas’ synoptic sayings. In the great majority of sayings there is no such evidence at all.” With the support of this verdict, Crossan goes on: “One example may again suffice,” and this example is exactly Th 54. Now we are able to see how the sound methodological procedure works in practice. He compares the three versions:

Luke 6:20b: Blessed are you poor, for yours is the kingdom of God,
Matt 5:3: Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven,
Th 54: Blessed are the poor, for yours is the kingdom of heaven.

First of all, it is clear that ‘Thomas’ lacks a redactional element, namely “in spirit.” However, one might argue that ‘Thomas’ is dependent on
Luke. But this does not work, Crossan says, for then “one would have to argue that ‘Thomas’

(a) took the third person “the poor” from Matthew,
(b) <took> the second person “yours” from Luke,
(c) returned to Matthew for the final “Kingdom of Heaven.”

In his view, such a procedure would be rather strange: “It might be simpler to suggest that Thomas was mentally unstable.”52 This last reason makes Crossan conclude that Thomas was independent of the intra-canonical gospels. Fortunately he adds, “this working hypothesis will have to be tested in every single case to be considered.” Let us test his decisive proof text.

First of all, his argument under (a) does not work: both Matthew–Luke and Th 54 have what Crossan calls “the third person”: μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοί. Crossan is misled here by his own translation presented in his workbook “Sayings parallels”: Thomas, “Blessed are the poor”, Luke, “Blessed are you poor.”53 But what is more important: in his argument (b) he should have followed his own rule and have considered at least the possibility that this might have been a “redactional” element in Luke.54 Then the only real difference is “the kingdom of heaven.” However, apart from the fact that many textual witnesses in Luke have the same deviation, which demonstrates that the saying of Matthew could easily influence the text of Luke (cf. Appendix), it may have been an independent deliberate change of the Lukan text by the author. In that case, there is no need for Crossan’s argument (c). To vary Crossan’s words: “One example does not suffice,” at least if one would follow Crossan’s own sound methodology. For if we follow his procedure we might arrive at the following possibilities:

1. ‘Thomas’ knew the common text of Luke, but offered one deviation.
   1a. ‘Thomas’ knew this variant through a different version of the saying.
   1b. ‘Thomas’ knew the text of Luke, but made a redactional change.
   1c. ‘Thomas’ knew – by memory – both Luke and Matthew (“Mischzitat”)
2. ‘Thomas’ knew an independent tradition with a text such as found in Luke, but with one deviation.
So if we earnestly apply Crossan’s methodology, we should first consider the first possibility and its three considerations. If one or more of these considerations seem to be valid, there would be no reason to consider the second possibility. Or at least, if one still wants to maintain the existence of an independent tradition, one must bear the burden of proof, namely (to use Crossan’s words) “to explain in precise detail” why the first possibility is not maintainable. One cannot take one’s refuge to the general verdict which Crossan quoted that “there is very little evidence, if any, for holding that our Synoptic Gospels were the sources of Thomas’ synoptic sayings. In the great majority of sayings there is no such evidence at all,” for it is an essential part of his methodology that “this working hypothesis will have to be tested in every single case to be considered.” Since I agree with this latter view, I will make an attempt to apply such an examination in the following paragraphs.

V. The first possibility: ‘Thomas’ knew Luke’s text

1. A preliminary question.

The first possibility is described as follows: ‘Thomas’ knew the common text of Luke, but offered his text with one deviation. This implies that we have already discarded the possibility that ‘Thomas’ was dependent on Matthew. Matthew’s text did not suffer from synoptic harmonizations. The fact that ‘Thomas’ (1) does not present the words ‘in the spirit’ in the blessing and (2) presents ‘yours’ in the promise, clearly shows that he was not dependent on Matthew; but it remains possible that he was dependent on Luke’s text which reads μακάριοι ὁι πτωχοί, ὦτι ύμετέρα ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ. Now, it turns out that Luke’s text suffered harmonizations from Matthew in textual transmission. For example, there are two Lukan manuscripts (903 and 2487) that offer the complete text of Matthew. In a great number of manuscripts of Luke we find the addition of τῷ πνεύματι, Matthew’s αὐτῶν, although it is found in ms. W only, is present in several versional witnesses. This shows that we have to reckon with the possibility of contamination from the side of Matthew’s text (cf. the Appendix).
2. Did ‘Thomas’ go back to a variant reading in Luke?

So we have to consider the possibility mentioned under IV.2 (1a): ‘Thomas’ knew this deviation through a different version of the saying. Was there ever a Greek text of this kind in Greek tradition? In fact, we find several cursives with the text μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοί, ὅτι ὑμετέρα ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν (= Thomas, cf. the Appendix). It is true, that these cursives are all of a late date, but Mss. 157 and 1241 are often linked in the so-called Caesarean text and have some affinities with the Alexandrian text. So one cannot exclude the possibility that they mirror a quite early stage of textual tradition. The fact that Clement quotes the Lukan text in this form: τίνι λαλήσει κύριος; ὑμῶν ἐστὶν ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν, “to whom shall the Lord say: ‘Yours is the kingdom of heaven’” 58 might tell us that the reading was perhaps known in Egypt in a rather early time. 59 All these witnesses betray a tendency to replace τοῦ θεοῦ with τῶν οὐρανῶν.

3. Did ‘Thomas’ contain a redactional change?

Even if one would not be willing to accept that Th 54 could have been derived from such a deviant Greek form of Luke 6:20, one cannot rule out the possibility mentioned under IV.2 (1b) that ‘Thomas’ knew the Lukan form, but shared this tendency and made a redactional change. ‘Thomas’ speaks nine times about “the kingdom” as such, 60 six times of “the kingdom of the Father,” 61 three times of “the kingdom of Heaven,” 62 but never of “the kingdom of God,” as far as we can infer from the Coptic text. 63

However, at this point there are some differences between the Coptic text and the Greek fragments, which may raise the question to what extent the Coptic translator faithfully rendered the underlying Greek text. In Logion 3, for example, the Coptic text reads “the kingdom,” whereas the Greek fragment (Pap. Ox. 654, l. 15) seems to have had some addition. In the text the incomplete line reads: καὶ ἡ βασ[...]: some have reconstructed βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ, 64 others βασιλεία τοῦ πατρός, 65 but several have opted here for βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν. 66 One can hardly decide what the correct reading was, but this last reconstruction seems to fit well in the context of the saying, which
reacts to a statement made by some leaders that the kingdom is in
heaven and then concludes with the statement that the kingdom of
heaven is inside of you and outside of you.67

There is another difference between the Coptic and the Greek in
logion 27, where the Coptic reads “you will not find the kingdom,”
whereas the Greek reads: οὐ μὴ εὑρήσῃ τὴν βασιλείαν τοῦ θεοῦ. There-
fore we cannot wholly exclude the possibility that also in Logion 54
the Greek originally read ἡ βασιλεία τῶν θεοῦ, just as in Luke, whereas
the Coptic has “kingdom of heaven.” In that case, there would not
have been a redaction on the side of ‘Thomas’, but only of the Coptic
translator. However, we cannot be absolutely certain that this was
the case. The Greek text might as well have contained the reading
ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν. If that was the case, we must allow that
‘Thomas’ himself could have made a redactional change in Luke’s text.

4. Could ‘Thomas’ present a “Mischzitat”? 

Our last possibility was: (1c) ‘Thomas’ knew by memory both
Luke and Matthew (“Mischzitat”). As to our first proposition that
‘Thomas’ knew Luke, one cannot theoretically exclude the possibility
that this author quoted from an oral tradition that circulated in the
second century. This could, of course, have been an independent oral
trajectory, but in a saying that became so well-known from the so-
called canonical Gospels, one should not be surprised if “secondary
oral” tradition68 was the source from which he took his logion. Such
a secondary oral tradition could already have contained a mixed text
of the two “canonical” sayings, but equally possible is that ‘Thomas’
eventually created the mixture.

VI. The second possibility:
‘Thomas’ quoted from an independent source?

The preceding discussion shows that there are several possibilities
to explain the mixed quotation in our logion. If one of these possibilities
might explain the form of the saying in ‘Thomas’, the burden of proof
lies with the person who wants to defend the existence of an inde-
pendent tradition “to explain in precise detail” (Crossan) why that
possibility or any other cannot be maintained. In my view this is an
impossible task. Of course we have to consider the other possibility
Blessed are the Poor.

(mentioned under IV. 2 and suggested by Crossan): ‘Thomas’ knew an independent tradition with a text such as found in Luke, but with one deviation. To suggest such a view is another thing than prove it. Of course, one may invent such an independent tradition, but one should follow the sound methodical procedure which Crossan had developed. Then it turns out that his preconceived idea about the existence of such an independent source for our logion is just one explanation among several others that might explain the form of this saying. “One example may . . . suffice,” Crossan said, but exactly this one example sufficiently shows that there are alternative explanations for the form of the saying in Th 54.

VII. Conclusion

Our contribution dealt with the question of the provenance of the blessing of the poor in Th 54. Theoretically, one cannot rule out the possibility that this logion of Thomas came from an imaginary independent source. However, the attempts to relate it either to Q or a related source or to a Jewish-Christian source failed. Even, if one applied the sound methodology of Crossan it turns out that the ultimate decision to assume an independent source was prompted by preconceived ideas. In fact, the application of that methodology might lead to a different conclusion: Luke 6:20 could have been the direct or indirect source of the blessing of the poor in Th 54. Of course, much depends on the dating of the Gospel of Thomas. Since I share the view that this Gospel was composed after the middle of the second century, I prefer the dependence of Th 54, either directly or indirectly through second orality, on the text of Luke 6:20, until conclusive evidence to the contrary is provided.

Appendix

The Forms of the Blessing of the Poor in Matthew and Luke

I. The Forms of the Blessing in Matthew

Μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοὶ τῷ πνεύματι,
ὅτι αὐτῶν ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν.
This text is presented in all editions. The only variant in Greek: D – τῶ. (D ε add.)
The versions agree with the Greek text. VL-Vg: “Beati pauperes spiritu, quoniam ipsorum est regnum caelorum”; Sy<sup>c</sup> Diatessaron: “Blessed are the poor in their spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”; Sy<sup>p,h</sup>: “Blessed are the poor in (the) spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”; Sah.-Boh.: “Blessed are the poor in the spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”; Mt: Sy<sup>pal</sup>: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven” (Ms. C – for); Arm.: “Blessing <is> for the poor in the spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”; Geo: “Blessed <are> the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”

II. The Original Form of the Blessing in Luke

Μακάριοι οί πιστοί,

οτι ύμετέρα ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ.

The following versions agree with the Greek text: VL aur b l q, Vg: “Beati pauperes quia vestrum est regnum dei” (Vg Ms.E-P: -est); VL d: “Beati pauperes quoniam vestrum est regnum dei”; VL e: “Beati egeni quia vestrum est regnum dei”; Sy<sup>p</sup>, cf. Sy<sup>h</sup>: “Blessed are you poor, for yours is the kingdom of God”; Boh (mss., Ed.): “Blessed are you, the poor, for yours is the kingdom of God.”

III. Deviant Forms of the Blessing in Luke influenced by Matthew

1. Μακάριοι οί πιστοί τῷ πνεύματι,

οτι ύμετέρα ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ
The following versions share this variant: VL a r¹: “Beati pauperes spiritu quoniam vestrum est regnum dei”; Arm.: “Blessing <is> for the poor in the spirit, for yours is the kingdom of God”; Geo (Ad., Tb.): “Blessed are you poor of spirit, for yours is the kingdom of God”; Boh. 3 mss., 1 ms²: “Blessed are you, poor in the spirit, for yours is the kingdom of God”; Wessex: “Blessed are you, the poor in spirit, for the kingdom of God is yours.”

2. Ἐὰν ὑμεῖς ἐσθίετε τὸν πνεῦμα τὸν ἀσκοτοῦ καὶ ἐσθίετε τὸν θεοῦ.

3. Ἐὰν ὑμεῖς ἐσθίετε τὸν πνεῦμα τὸν ἀσκοτοῦ καὶ ἐσθίετε τὸν θεοῦ.

4. Ἐὰν ὑμεῖς ἐσθίετε τὸν πνεῦμα τὸν ἀσκοτοῦ καὶ ἐσθίετε τὸν θεοῦ.

5. [Ἄρτος ὑμῶν ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ]

This variant reading is presented for the following witnesses: Marcion (Zahn 1/2): “Blessed are the poor, for theirs is the kingdom of God”; VL ff2: “Beati pauperes quoniam ipsorum est regnum dei”; Boh. (1 Ms.): “Blessed are you poor, for theirs is the kingdom of God.”
6. Μακάριοι οι πταχαί τῷ πνεύματι,
ὅτι αὐτῶν ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν.
Luke: 903 2487
This variant is attested in: Syr Ms. B: “Blessed are the poor of spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”.
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